From: H H [mailto:lilchickennh@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, June 17, 2017 9:37 PM
To: Monroe, Pamela
Subject: Re: Northern Pass

Dear Ms. Monroe ,
I feel the SEC should know several things. 1. The 135 ft. towers would be within a very
short distance and within view of my house in Lancaster . If I should have to sell my
home in a few years , I will have great difficulty doing so . It's retail price would plummet
. The emissions from the electromagnetic fields from the towers OR
underground , cause cancer and are destructive to human and animal life .
2. I've done the research . There is NO NEED
for more electrical transmission in NH or even in all of New England . N.
Pass is strictly to enrich (by $80,000 , 000 ,
000 over 20 yrs.) the top echelon of HydroQuebec and Eversource .
3. Since when should a foreign country have
the right to invade our country , destroy the economy of NNH (only tourism i
s left ) by a private company for their
personal enrichment .
4. 95% of the people of NH do not want
Northern Pass . That should end it right there , instead of dragging it on for 7
years . NO means NO , NOT EVER !
5. The SEC and the Dept. of Energy in
Washington need to stand tall and strong and say NO Permits . No one wants
this enrichment / greed project for the few
that will be the only ones to gain from it .
6. Has the SEC seen what HydroQuebec has
done in Canada to the environment ? How it's turned a blind eye toward
their destruction / drowning of thousands of
elk ? How it's destroyed land areas sacred to the First Nation people of
Canada , ETC. ?

NOW ! No further discussion .

The whole process needs to be stopped
H. Howard of Lancaster , NH

